Previous Meeting

From the previous Spokane Comprehensive Plan, goals and policies are defined as:

- A **goal** is a general statement of the community’s desired outcome.
- **Policies** are a course of action that a community will take to meet its goals. They are focused and direct actions.

Partial Document Structure Overview

The following shows a partial overview of the overall document structure. Please note the Goal, Policy, Action structure.

**SECTION 1. STRATEGIC ELEMENT**

1. **LINK SPOKANE INTRODUCTION**
2. **VISION AND VALUES**
3. **POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK**
   3.1 City Building Context: Neighborhoods, Centers, and Corridors
5. **Goals and Policies**

**Goal 6. Maximize Public Benefits and Fiscal Responsibility with Integration**

**DRAFT Goal**: Design and maintain an environmentally, socially, and fiscally sustainable transportation system that serves its users through coordinated planning, funding, and project-level efforts with other partners and utilities.

<will have short introductory/explanatory/intent section just after the Goal Statement to provide further information on how city staff will use/interpret the goal and policies.>

**EXAMPLE DRAFT Policy 6.x: Public Right-of-Way Maintenance**

*Keep facilities within the public rights-of-way well-maintained and clean for the benefits of all.*

**EXAMPLE DRAFT Action 6.x.w**: The City shall maintain the condition of the pavement on existing residential and arterial streets to a minimum system average Pavement Condition Index (PCI) of ##.

**EXAMPLE DRAFT Action 6.x.z**: Address localized sidewalk safety issues through code enforcement actions, and provides financial assistance for repairs to property owners who meet certain criteria.